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DISCLAIMER
This document has been presented by FinTech Group AG solely for informational purposes and should not be treated as giving investment advice. It
is not intended to be (and should not be used as) the sole basis of any analysis or other evaluation. All and any evaluations or assessments stated
herein represent our personal opinions. We advise you that some of the information is based on statements by third persons, and that no
representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be place on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or
correctness of this information or opinions contained herein.
This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of FinTech Group AG, its
subsidiaries and its participations (collectively, “FinTech Group”) and/or the industry in which FinTech Group operates. Forward-looking statements
concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the words “believes,” “expects,”
“predicts,” “intends,” “projects,” “plans,” “estimates,” “aims,” “foresees,” “anticipates,” “targets,” and similar expressions. The forward-looking
statements contained in this presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of FinTech Group or cited from third party sources, are solely
opinions and forecasts which are uncertain and subject to risks. Actual events may differ significantly from any anticipated development due to a
number of factors, including without limitation, changes in general economic conditions, in particular economic conditions in the markets in which
FinTech Group operates, changes affecting interest rate levels, changes in competition levels, changes in laws and regulations, environmental
damages, the potential impact of legal proceedings and actions and FinTech Group’s ability to achieve operational synergies from acquisitions.
FinTech Group does not guarantee that the assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements in this presentation are free from errors nor
does it accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in this presentation or any obligation to update the statements in
this presentation to reflect subsequent events. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are made only as of the date hereof. Neither the
delivery of this presentation nor any further discussions of FinTech Group with any of the recipients thereof shall, under any circumstances, create
any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of FinTech Group since such date. Consequently, FinTech Group does not undertake any
obligation to review, update or confirm recipients’ expectations or estimates or to release publicly any revisions to any forward-looking statements to
reflect events that occur or circumstances that arise in relation to the content of the presentation.
Neither FinTech Group AG nor any other person shall assume any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising
from any use of this presentation or the statements contained herein as to unverified third person statements, any statements of future
expectations and other forward-looking statements, or the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of statements contained herein, or
otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.
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FinTech Group AG

INTRODUCTION
Dear Shareholders and Friends,
FinTech Group AG has made great progress
in the past two years and I am proud of
what my more than 450 colleagues have
achieved. With a firm focus on creating
shareholder value, we have transformed
our company from a regional online broker
to Europe’s
leading infrastructure provider and
operator of financial services technologies.
We are technology and cost leader and
have built a highly scalable banking
platform. We apply our USPs both in our
B2C and B2B business lines. And our
steadily growing KPIs confirm the
satisfaction of more than 200k B2C and
more than 250 B2B clients.
Consequently, our B2C unit “flatex” is the
fastest growing online broker in Europe
and our B2B business will have a record
year in 2016.
We have kept our promise for a
substantial turnaround of our EBITDA,
swinging the first time to a positive net
profit in the first half of 2016.

Over the last two years, management has
put each part of our group to the test,
which has resulted in divestments of nonnecessary parts (Aktionärsbank and
CeFDex) to reduce costs as well as risks –
therefore currently announced regulatory
changes will not have any impact on our
business and guidance.
Strategically the most important step was
the acquisiton of the XCOM Group
(including bank biw AG) in April 2015, this
has massively improved our technology
profile and added the entire B2B business
line. Not only do we now own 100% of the
technology we need to operate our online
brokerage business, but we also offer it to
some 250 B2B clients, among them many
renowned financial institutions.
For 2017 and beyond, we are ready to
continue profitable expansion and growth.
We will maintain to build disruptive
technologies, increase share of wallet,
improve our treasury, and expand our
credit business. We continue to focus on
cost leadership and wilI review potential
acquisition opportunities.

Those achievements shall also be reflected
in a more transparent and detailed
reporting. This is why we have moved to
IFRS and will uplist to the Prime Standard
of Frankfurt Stock Exchange in mid 2017. In
the past we have focused just on EBITDA in
external communication as our key KPI.
Reflecting the current, highly profitable
status quo (expected net profit of 8-10m
EUR for 2016), we think a more detailed
reporting focused on revenue growth and
net profit is more appropriate. Hence, with
this presentation we want to give you a
comprehensive overview about our
guidance 2017 at the very conservative
end, which has also been communicated
ad-hoc December 8th. So the entire
presentation is public information only.
Nothing is more credible than a
sustainable growth with a positive bottom
line – don’t you think?
I am very grateful for your trust and wish
you and your loved ones happy holidays
and a great start into 2017.
Yours faithfully

Frank Niehage
CEO
FinTech Group AG
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1.

Commercials

1.1 Leading B2C brokerage business
Steady and organic B2C growth in the number of customers and transactions of flatex
Increasing share of wallet, e.g. flatex flex credit line, and international expansion
40+ flatex trades per customer on average per annum
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A GROWING NUMBER OF FLATEX CUSTOMERS (IN K)
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* Penetration of Austrian Market
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1.2 Strengthening transaction processing business
Clear strategy to become Europe’s number one in securities transaction processing and keep cost leadership
Diversification of business by expanding B2B transaction processing, leveraging cost leadership in transaction
settlement
Steady growth in the number of transactions and corporate stock actions

GROWING NUMBER OF TOTAL TRANSACTION SETTLEMENT (IN M)

POSITIONED AS LEADING CORPORATE ACTION PROCESSOR (IN K)
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1.3 Focus on banking customer base
Strategic focus on further expansion of B2B/B2C transaction banking business
Steady growth in expansion of client base and custody services
Cooperation with Equatex - a global plan administrator for numerous blue chips with > EUR 3 bn AuC
and more than 194k managed account

STRONG INCREASE IN NUMBER OF ADMINISTERED ACCOUNTS

AuA HAVE BEEN BOOSTED BY NEW STRATEGY
(billion EUR)
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* Onboarding of new B2B client Equatex
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1.4 Leveraging treasury portfolio
Bank biw AG holds EUR + 1bn in retail cash deposits which haven’t been used actively in the past
Parking large deposits with ECB caused EUR 7-digit interest expenses
Reallocation of ECB deposits into profitable and diversified treasury portfolio (soverign and federal state bonds,
corporate bond, factoring) @ approx. 0.5% additional profit contribution of approx. EUR 4 mn

TREASURY PORTFOLIO @ 0.25% - 0.5% = EUR +2MN P.A.

in EUR million

ECB DEPOSITS @ -0.40% = EUR -2MN P.A.
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1.5 Building up a diversified credit portfolio
Leveraging deposits by setting-up a credit portfolio, diversified over risk, maturity and amount
Aimed portfolio size of EUR 220mn @ average interest rate of 4%
Successful introduction of first own credit product: fully collateralized “flatex flex credit line” with
EUR 80mn+ credit lines drawn after 6 months

in EUR million

B2C COLLATERALIZED LOANS EUR 120MN @ 3.9% = EUR +5MN P.A.

ALTERNATIVE CREDIT BOOK EUR 100MN @ 3% = EUR +3MN P.A.
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collateralized credit
facilities drawn by > 10,000
clients

roll-out of new consumer
credit product „flatex flex“
@ 3.9% p.a.
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2.

Financials

2.1 Financials at a Glance
Consolidated Group
NET PROFIT TURNAROUND ACHIEVED (mEUR)

CONTINUOUS REVENUE GROWTH WITH NEW STRATEGY (mEUR)
100.0+

34.6*

H1 2015

40.6

H2 2015

48.3

H1 2016

10.0

50.0

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

Source: FinTech Group

Source: FinTech Group

15.1+

SHAREHOLDER VALUE CREATION THROUGH ROE GROWTH

2014

2015
-2.5%

2016E

H2 2015

2017E

-15.5%

H1 2016

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

-12.2

0.90+1

13.2%+

H1 2015 numbers include significant one-off income (reported figure in FY15: EUR 8.3mn) and
consolidate only three months XCOM/biw (for further information see HY16 financial report note 4)
*

H1 2015

AFTER GROUP RESTRUCTURING FOCUS ON EPS
0.54
Source: FinTech Group

Source: FinTech Group

10.0%

6.5

2.5

2014

2015

2016E

2017E

-0.58
-0.99

Note: all segment numbers before intersegment consolidation and holding expenses – thus sum of
segments does not equal Group financials
1undiluted,

based on 16.8m shares outstanding as of 09/12/2016, at very conservative end
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2.2 Segment Financials at a Glance
Securities Trading and Financial Services
ONGOING INCREASE IN NUMBER OF RETAIL CLIENTS (k)

LEADING B2C-POSITION ENSURES RECURRING REVENUES (mEUR)

250.0**

29

H1 2015

176.6

H2 2015

193.8

H1 2016

21

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

EBITDA INCREASING WITH HIGHER SHARE OF WALLET (mEUR)

Source: FinTech Group

18

Source: FinTech Group

163.7

21.4*

16.5+

15.7*

13

8

7.4

7.5

H1 2016

H2 2016E

3.9
3
H1 2015

H2 2015

FY 2017E

* H1 2015 numbers include significant one-off income (reported figure in FY15: EUR 8.3mn)
** includes flatex, ViTrade and further B2C clients

11.8

H1 2016

H2 2016E

7.1
5
H1 2015

H2 2015

73.4%*

54.9%
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11.6

FY 2017E

EFFICIENT IT AND BANKING ECOSYSTEM DRIVES EBITDA-MARGIN

Source: FinTech Group

Source: FinTech Group

215.0

25.0+

H1 2015

H2 2015

63.8%

65.6%

67.0%+

H1 2016

H2 2016

FY 2017E

Note: all numbers before intersegment consolidation and holding expenses – thus sum of segments
does not equal Group financials
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2.3 Segment Financials at a Glance
Transaction Processing and White-Label Banking Services
STRONG GROWTH IN NUMBER OF SETTLED TRANSACTIONS (m)

INTENSIFIED SALES ACTIVITIES IMPACT REVENUE GROWTH (mEUR)

4.8

5.3

H1 2015

H2 2015

5.0

H1 2016

5.8

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

75.0+

Source: FinTech Group

Source: FinTech Group

12.5

RESTRUCTURING HAS INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND EBITDA (mEUR)

33.4

36.5

37.0

H2 2015

H1 2016

H2 2016E

11.8*
H1 2015

SCALABLE PRODUCTS AND BPO PUSHES EBITDA-MARGIN

28.5+

2.2*
H1 2015

15.5

6.2

H2 2015

H1 2016

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

H1 2015 numbers consolidate only three months XCOM/biw (for further information see HY16
financial report note 4)
*

Source: FinTech Group

Source: FinTech Group

33.7%
12.3

FY 2017E

18.6%*

18.6%

H1 2015

H2 2015

H1 2016

36.9%

38.0%+

H2 2016E

FY 2017E

Note: all numbers before intersegment consolidation and holding expenses – thus sum of segments
does not equal Group financials
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3.

Key Takeaways

3.1 Key Takeaways



Reduced Group Complexity and disposed risk-/cost-bearing Businesses



Entered numerous Strategic Partnerships seizing organic growth potential



Achieved Financial Turn-Around and stabled Capital Base

(licensed-out CFD business to Commerzbank, sale of Aktionärsbank, decreased number of banking
licenses from 4 to 1)

(ETP-products with Morgan Stanley, Customer-Onboarding Technology with FinoTek, Digital Banking
with Rocket Internet)

(Strong EBITDA results, Net Profit H1 2016 organically positive, operationally almost debt-free)

Focussing on transaction cost leadership, cash-generation and both organic
growth potential as well as acquisition opportunities
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